DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. 042-C, s. 2018

SERIES OF REGIONAL SKILLS ENHANCEMENT TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT
AND TRAINERS METHODOLOGY LEVEL I TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT FOR
TLE, TVL, STEVEP AND ALS TEACHERS OF REGION XI

To: Cheery Lyn N. Nemis - DALSC - Food and Beverage Service Skills Training
   Assessment NC2
   Romel H. Wenceslao-Mobile Teacher - Automotive Servicing Skills Training
   Assessment NC2
   Scarlet P. Presillas-DALSC - Trainers Methodology Level 1 Training and Assessment

1. In reference to the hereto attached Regional Memorandum # 381, s. 2017, dated
   December 4, 2017, re: "Series of Regional Skills Enhancement Training and Assessment
   and Trainer's Methodology Level I Training and Assessment for TVL, TLE STEVEP and
   ALS Teachers of Region XI ", you are hereby directed to attend the said Training on
   January 22-26, 2018 at Tagum National Trade School, Tagum City.

2. Please be advised to be at the venue on January 22, 2018 in the morning for the
   TRAINERS METHODOLOGY LEVEL I TRAINING AND JANUARY 25-26 ASSESSMENT
   for SKILLS TRAINING.

3. Transportation and other incidental expenses are chargeable against Division and School
   MOOE, while the board and lodging shall be charged against Project Funds downloaded
   from DepED Central Office, all subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and
   regulations.

4. For your guidance and compliance.

WINNIE E. BATOON, Ed.D.
Officer-in-Charge
Office of the Schools Division Superintendent
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Schools Division Superintendents

SUBJECT: ADDENDUM TO THE CONDUCT OF THE SERIES OF REGIONAL SKILLS ENHANCEMENT TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT AND TRAINERS METHODOLOGY LEVEL I TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT FOR TLE, TVL, STVEP, AND ALS TEACHERS OF REGION XI

1. Relative to the conduct of the Regional Skills Enhancement Training and Assessment and Trainers Methodology Level I Training and Assessment for TLE, TVL, STVEP and ALS Teachers of Region XI on January 22-26, 2018 at Tagum National Trade School, Tagum City, this Office advises the hereto attached list of participants to attend the said training.

2. All other details of the previous Memorandum still remain.

3. For compliance.

ATTY. ALBERTO T. ESCOBARTE, CESO III
Regional Director

ROC16/mamj
ADDENDUM TO MEMORANDUM DATED JANUARY 16, 2018 ON THE CONDUCT OF THE SERIES OF REGIONAL SKILLS ENHANCEMENT TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT AND TRAINERS METHODOLOGY LEVEL I TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT FOR TLE, TVL, STVEP, AND ALS TEACHERS OF REGION XI

CANDIDATES FOR TM-1 NATIONAL ASSESSMENT

1. AGUJETAS, Wennie N.
2. ALABA, Robert Rey R.
3. ANDRADE, Lucila C.
4. ANTIG, Odiza D.
5. ARDIENTE, Elmer A.
6. ARELLA, Ben Alfie C.
7. BAGUIO, Merlita S.
8. BALDOMAR, Editha S.
9. BALDOMERO, Ybonne M.
10. BARIMBAO, Winkle E.
11. BITOY, Chindy F.
12. BORLIO, Jumary Feb A.
13. BORRES, Vivan G.
14. BOTE, Vangilyn B.
15. CABELTES, Romulo C.
16. CABILLAR, Michael Anthony
17. CABRERA, Rochel L.
18. CADALZO, Metchie Gay D.
19. CALIPUSAN, Anecito B.
20. CAÑETE, Medeses B.
21. CLARO, Jelvin G.
22. COLLADO, Jinglebert P.
23. CORCUERA, Heraclia B.
24. CORLET, Celeste A.
25. DANDAN, Eduard S.
26. DANG Lapin, Janser G.
27. DATU, Adrian B.
28. DEL VALLE, Admer B.
29. DEMETERIO, Marites D.
30. DIGNADICE, Elenita R.
31. DUNGOG, Lorina S.
32. ESCASINAS, Maria Christina M.
33. ESTRELLA, Jessamyn R.
34. ETURMA, Joan A.
35. GALLARDO, Jonathan R.
36. GARAO, Benedicto L.
37. GARCES, Novie Jeanne N.
38. GENABIA, Rae Hazel G.
39. GENERALAO, Maria Ynonne V.
40. GURRALAN, Jorie C.
CANDIDATES FOR NATIONAL SKILLS
COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT WITH THEIR
SCHEDULE
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICING NC II
January 26, 2018
1. COUNCAY, NOLY A.
2 OPINALDO, RAYMOND R.
3 PADERNAL, LOWEL JOY B.
4 PAUSTA, TITO B.

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICING NC II
January 25, 2018
1 ALOBA, JODEL BRYAN
2 HINONG, GEMIO S.
3 TALISIC, ARNEL C.
4 WENCESLAO, ROMEL H.

COOKERY NC II
January 26, 2018
1 BALO, JESSA MAE V.
2 CARBONEL, MAE E.
3 HUEVOS, CRIS G.
4 JULIAN, CHINNY JOPPA L.
5 LUBIANO, ROWELL B.
6 OMEGA, MELODY C.
7 TAMPOS, MARIO D.
8 VALLES, PREACH LEE G.
9 TORRES, MARRESA C.

COOKERY NC II
January 25, 2018
1 DAHUNOG, CHERRY M.
2 OTONG, JOHN REY A.
3 AMIHAN, LOVELY U.
4 PEREYRA, LILIBETH P.
5 NARANJO, NORMALITA S.
6 MAITEM, LANIE N.
7 IDONG, JAY-R
8 DAUBA, BELLA V.
9 ACENAS, ANNA LOU
10 WHITE, MONALEH G.

COOKERY NC II
January 24, 2018
1 ELTAGONDE, AIRESH SHENI E.
2 ENERO, GINA A.
3 LIBERA, NOREBIA S.
4 MOLINA, MERIAM G.
5 OBENZA, ALAINA TRIZA M.
6 OLOFERNES, REO JANE G.
7 PARSASO, EPIFAMIA B.
8 REMEDIOS, DIVINA M.
9 SUAYBAGUIO, CELESTE R.
10 ZARTIGA, IRISH V.
COOKERY NC II
1 BACALSO, ROY
2 ELISAN, MARY JOY
3 LUISEN, JERWIN

DRESSMAKING NC II
January 24, 2018
1 ALEMANIA, MELODY B.
2 BORDIOS, VILMA P.
3 CAGAANAN, LELEBETH C.
4 CORTEZ, MARLYN C.
5 DURAY, JOHAIRINE B.
6 FLORES, CARMELITA B.
7 JUSTINIANE, GENEVEIVE E.
8 MAURICIO, EVELYN L.
9 NAVARRO, BLESSED JEAN V.
10 SARONA, RITCHIE L.

DRESSMAKING NC II
January 25, 2018
1 MEMEJE, ALJON L.
2 MULATO, CERILINA A.
3 PAHILANGCO, ARLENE B.
4 PELOBELLO, WILMA R.
5 RAZON, WILMA G.
6 SORIANO, KAREN S.
7 VARQUEZ, JENNIE M.

FOOD PROCESSING NC II
January 24, 2018
1 AMORA, ANGELO JERICHO F.
2 CABARAL, CLARK V.
3 CASILAC, DENISE IMARI T.
4 COMAR, VIOLA P.
5 DAGATAN, LAARNIE B.
6 DELOS REYES, ANGELICA ROSE S.
7 LAURENTE, ANABEL C.
8 LUMUNTAD, Evelia D.
9 LUZON, MARYGRACE C.
10 MAKILID, JAY-AR D.

FOOD PROCESSING NC II
January 25, 2018
1 ORION, JERRY P.
2 RABAGO, DANIEL H.
3 RAMOS, ANERIAM C.
4 SINGSON, JEAN B.
5 TAYLARAN, JOEY P.
6 VILLA, RHODEN V.

FOOD & BEVERAGE SERVICES NC II
January 25, 2018
1 LEONILA RUIZ
2 MELROSE LADRES
3 EMELY PACARO LABASTIDA

FOOD & BEVERAGE SERVICES NC II
January 25, 2018
1 KIMZEN BISAYA
2 MARIA LUISA JARDIN
3 NISIE MONTICALVO PADADA
4 RUBY BASCO YUNCO
5 NEMIS CHEERY LYN
6 JENEWEBE BABA RICABORDA
7 NIDURA RESPECIA SANCHEZ
8 SHIELA SIONOSA
9 KATREENA COLYN SYTING
10 GAM TIGNAWAN

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE NC II
January 24, 2018
1 BALDAPAN, EL JOHN R.
2 BAUTISTA, JOSEPH ERIC G.
3 CALIPES, WILFREDO A.
4 CASANE, ELIAS M.
5 COLAS, LOURDEN L.
6 DIEZ, ALBERT F.
7 MASUNAG, ALEJANDRO S.
8 PAGAPALAN, RICKY L.
9 PELY, LEOBEN S.
10 ROJAS, DALMACIO R.

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE NC II
January 25, 2018
1 TAHUD, ALEXANDER S.
2 TIMTIM, MICHAEL L.
3 VALERO, FERMIN G.

TECHNICAL DRAFTING NC II
January 24, 2018
1 ALLAWAN, ALFRED RALPH P.
2 BENTAYO, JAY M.
3 CABASAN, JESSA FAYE P.
4 CALBADORES, JEICE G.
5 DECIPULO, MARY CHRISTINE H.
6 GEMOYA, MELJOHN RUBENZON O.
7 PABUAYA, ISA GRACE B.
8 PACHECO, DEXTER C.
9 RUNAS, JOHN IVERSON M.
10 VILLAVER, JERICHO L.

COMPUTER SYSTEM SERVICING NC II
1 ABULOC
2 CAYA
3 CLAREON
4 FUERZAS
5 GREGORIO
6 LAWANI
7 MANITAS
8 MENDOZA
9 TARIPE
10 YANGCO

Jan 24, 2018
EUGENE
DELIO
ELVIE
ALVIN
KRYSTIAN JADE
LEAH
ARSENIO
IRIS MAE
APRIL
MARIA HELENA

COMPUTER SYSTEM SERVICING NC II
1 BECIERA
2 CABASA
3 DIONSAI
4 GREGORIO
5 MARAPAO
6 SADONGDONG JR.
7 SAREN
8 TAN
9 TEVES
10 TUMBOY

Jan 25, 2018
RODEL
RACHELLE ANNE
DANIEL
ARYLN JANE
MAE
ISIDRO
JOEY
WINDSOR
HAZEL
ARDEE